Presents Tanya Ahluwalia

Tanya Ahluwalia is a visual designer specializing in branding, illustration and visual storytelling. She started off her 12 year career in advertising & marketing, and eventually made her way to tech. Currently, she supports the Global Affairs team at Google - a group of experts dedicated to technology issues that lie at the intersection of user trust & safety, public policy, regulation, compliance, social impact, and/or health. She supports a group of VPs with all their designer related needs - including presentation design for internal and external events, websites, brand identities, graphics and illustrations.

As a recent immigrant and proud third-culture kid (American/Indian/Indonesian), she believes in the importance of belonging and community. Tanya runs a networking chapter for women in creative fields and is a mental health advocate.

She also believes in working hard, clean layouts and minimal design aesthetic. Along with occasional bursts of boldness!